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Abstract 

Purpose - The purpose of this paper is to understand and research about adaptability quotient of women 

employees in an era of industrial 4.0. 

 

Research Implication – This paper provides a preliminary understanding of the role of women 

employees in the era of industrial 4.0. Further research might use alternative methods and this paper might 

make use of secondary research method that is on already existing data. 

 

Findings - The research represented that men employees as well as women employees had interest in 

industry 4.0. The findings demonstrate that men who've hardly heard but did not understand the five concepts 

"Electronic technologies," "Information and Networking Connections," "Virtual Advancements," Electronic 

Innovation, "Digital statistics," report for a much smaller proportion than women employees, while male 

employees who came across that word and comprehended such phrases at a considerably greater percentage 

than female employees. 

 

Originality/Value – Innovative and revolutionary intelligence and data technologies spawned the fourth 

industrial revolution, which is known as Industry 4.0. The emerging innovations are allowing for ever-

increasing rates of productivity. This paper presents the adaptability quotient of women employees in an era 

of industrial 4.0. 

 

Keywords – Industry 4.0, technology, women adaptability quotient, women employees, technology 

acceptance; work engagement. 

Introduction 

Industry 4.0 is reshaping the marketing strategies of industrial companies utilising different innovative 

communications, informational, and intelligence technologies, such technology could enable manufacturing 

flexibility, effectiveness, as well as profitability , Industry 4.0, machine intellect, major data insights, 

blockchain technological advances, cloud, manufacturing network of things, and simulators are the 

technologies included in industry 4.0. These Industry 4.0 techniques have the capacity to drive great 

invention and productivity development, as well as enhance the long-term viability of present industrial 

operations. In midst of the emerging innovation the  adaptability quotient of women employees are being 

questioned. Women employees have been questioned about their contribution in the new age of digital 

transformation that is in industry 4.0. This research examines how typically female beliefs impact women at 

work and their adaptability to the new era of technologies that is industry 4.0. 

http://www.ijrti.org/
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

1. Bai, C. et al., (2020) In his paper Industry 4.0 technologies assessment: A sustainability perspective 

highlighted that Industry 4.0 is reshaping the marketing strategies of production industries.  The 

researcher presented a 10-step multi-stage technique that included HFS, CPT, and VIKOR. He then 

went through each step in detail, including examples of estimates. The analysis revealed that digital 

phone has the maximum influence on sustainability across all industry sectors, with nanotechnology, 

mobile technology, simulation, and drones having the biggest effect in the automobiles, electricals, 

foodservice, and fabrics, clothing, and footwear industries, respectively. 

 

2. Temur, G. T. et al., (2018) In his paper Evaluation of Industry 4.0 Readiness Level: Cases from 

Turkey highlighted that the revolution aims to strengthen digitized operative capacity, industry 

collaboration and interconnection, data management, and cyber security. Industry 4.0 has lately 

gained a lot of attention, but there is also a lot of confusion regarding how it will affect real-world 

practises and the hurdles that will be confronted in the coming years. The main objectives of this 

study have been to evaluate company perspectives and consciousness in aspects of implementation 

and socioeconomic factors, and to evaluate and compute the performance level using the IMPULS 

model. 

 

3. Lambrechts, W. et al (2020) In his paper Decentralizing Emerging Markets to Prepare for Industry 

4.0: Modernizing Policies and the Role of Higher Education highlighted that developing industries 

are being advised to confront the issues of implementing Industry 4.0 as soon as possible and to plan 

for its development. The author used surveys to write this research paper. The research analyses how 

nations are modernizing its economy to Industry 4.0 standards by establishing appropriate and 

adaptable policies to support and energise technological development factors. 

 

 

4. Kurt, R. (2019) In his paper Industry 4.0 in terms of industrial relations and its impacts on labour life 

highlighted the distinction with the era of industry 4.0, that would then offer many changes ranging 

from modes of manufacturing to social relations, cultural structures to political movements, is that it 

promises to evolve into a concerted structure by evoking technological advancement one after 

another, and that its impacts will be predicted to be seen in every field of research advancement. The 

author used surveys to write this research paper. In the first phase of the research, the historical 

backdrop and abstract foundation of Industry 4.0 are analysed, and in the second phase, a quantitative 

study is conducted on this same readiness and consciousness of workers and clients in Turkey for the 

changes which would then occur as a result of Industry 4.0. 
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5. Lin, D., et al (2018) In his paper Strategic response to Industry 4.0: an empirical investigation on The 

Chinese automotive  industry highlighted that manufacturers have been forced to adapt new 

technology to enhance manufacturing systems as a result of increased competitive market and fast 

variations in market. Industry 4.0 is the current trend in manufacturing technologies for automation 

and information interchange. This study presents a structured framework to draw a conclusion. This 

paper adds to the growing knowledge about Industry 4.0. In addition to earlier research, the report's 

contribution was to first identify the elements that had a favourable influence on the desire to use 

advanced manufacturing techniques for Industry 4.0. Secondly, the TOE structure indicated that 

assessing elements from several aspects may effectively reflect the automobile industry's planned 

approach to Industry 4.0. 

Objectives 

1. To study the factors contributing to the adaptability quotient of women employees in industry 4.0 

 

2. To study the relationship between adaptability quotient of women employees and their engagement 

levels. 

 

3. To study effective strategies to enhance the adaptability quotient of women employees. 

Research Question 

Are women employees adaptable to changes rendered by industry 4.0. 

Research Methodology 

This research began with a thorough literature review to identify the important aspects of essential human 

capacity knowledge and abilities, as well as the primary orientations of a needed strategy. 

This paper relied on secondary research method that is on already existing data. 

Findings 

The survey analysis represented that both men employees as well as women employees had interest in 

industry 4.0. The distinctions in comprehension of the terminology "Electronic technologies," "Information 

and Networking Connections," "Virtual Advancements," Electronic Innovation, "Digital statistics," "Internet 

processing," "Virtual Modernization," and "Promoting Manufacturing Business" are some of the terms in the 

manufacturing industry between males and females are more explicit in Table 1 below.  

The findings demonstrate that men who've hardly heard but did not understand the five concepts "Digitized 

Technologies," "Massive Analytics," "Internet Computation," "Online Industrialisation," and "Promoting 

Production Sector" are some of the terms which report for a much smaller proportion than women employees, 

while male employees who came across that word and comprehended such phrases at a considerably greater 

percentage than female employees. 

http://www.ijrti.org/
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When it comes to the word "communication and network connection," however, females understand and 

apply it in practise in far greater numbers than that of male counterparts. Simultaneously, the percentage of 

females who have neither heard of it or who have heard but do not comprehend it is smaller than those of 

males. Until now, the terminology  "communications and networking connectivity" are key terms. in the era 

of Industry 4.0 has appeared to be more appealing to females, while males appear to consist of attitudes that 

are more broad on Industry 4.0 challenges than females. 

 

  Subjects    

Understanding the term of the 4th 

Industrial Revolution 

   

Male 
 

Female F p-value 

 Mean S.D Mean S.D   

Digital technology 2,92 1,006 2,73 0,995 0.950 0,003* 

Communication and Network connection 3,38 1,060 3,56 1,093 3,881 0,010** 

Big data 2,91 1,039 2,66 1,046 4,462 0,000* 

Robot 3,10 0,881 3,02 0,857 2,203 0,162 

Automation and data exchange 3,11 0,977 2,99 1,042 0,276 0,077 

Cloud computing 2,87 1,103 2,52 1,128 2,741 0,000* 

Virtual industrialization 2,44 1,092 2,06 0,970 23,279 0,000* 

Supporting the manufacturing industry 2,91 1,108 2,67 1,106 2,164 0,001* 

   

 

 

    

TABLE 1: Comparison of distinction in dealing with words used by men and woman workers in relation 

to industry 4.01 

Table 2 shows how male and female human resources have equal levels of comprehension of concepts 

connected to 4th Industrial Revolution, like "Robot," "Automation," and "Data Exchange." People who 

have come across these or listened and grasped this phrase contribute for an extremely high percentage of 

the total (91.7 percent for males and 92.7 percent for females); the phrases " Network interchange and 

management " is distinct from the phrase "Robot" in that both males and females have a lower amount of 

acknowledgement and have used these phrase in practise (4.4 percent and 2.8 percent). Nearly every single 

                                                             

1 TABLE 1: Comparison of distinction in dealing with words used by men and woman workers in relation 

to industry 4.0 

*Source: Survey results 2019 Lộc, N. Đ. and Thanh, N. T. T. (2020). Awareness of the 

4th industrial revolution among young people. Nguyễn Đức Lộc, Nguyễn Thị Tuyết 

Thanh Volume 2. 
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one of them (9.1%) either listened or listened and grasped this phrase at a very great level (87.5 percent 

for men and 84.5 percent for females).The percentage of people who have never heard of these two phrases 

in both disciplines ranges from 3.3 percent to 6.4 percent. However, the percentage of never hearing and 

hearing but not understanding is exceptional, ranging from 22.2 percent to 32.7 percent. 

 

Objects 

  Male  Female 

  Quantity Scale Quantity Scale 

Robot Never heard about 14 3,9% 29 4,5% 

 Heard but did not understand 66 18,3% 124 19,4% 

 Heard and understood 168 46,5% 311 48,7% 

 Understood but did not apply 97 26,9% 157 24,6% 

 Understood and applied 16 4,4% 18 2,8% 

Automation 

and data 

exchange 

Never heard about 12 3,3% 41 6,4% 

Heard but did not understand 85 23,5% 168 26,3% 

 Heard and understood 148 41,0% 243 38,0% 

 Understood but did not apply 83 23,0% 129 20,2% 

 Understood and applied 33 9,1% 58 9,1% 

      

      

TABLE 2: Male and female human resources that have equivalent levels of comprehension of concepts 

linked to Industry 4.0.2 

 

Discussion 

This research contributes to the increasing body of information around Industry 4.0. and adaptability quotient 

of women employees. In comparison to earlier analysis, this study's contribution was to identify the 

characteristics which had a favourable influence on the desire to use advanced manufacturing technology for 

Industry 4.0. Given the limits of research survey, not all female employees in the automotive sector have a 

                                                             
2 TABLE 2: Male and female human resources that have equivalent levels of comprehension of concepts 

linked to Industry 4.0. 

*Source: Survey results 2019 Lộc, N. Đ. and Thanh, N. T. T. (2020). Awareness of the 4th 

industrial revolution among young people. Nguyễn Đức Lộc, Nguyễn Thị Tuyết Thanh 

Volume 2. 
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fundamental comprehension of the idea of Industry 4.0. As a result, obtaining a high sample size for the 

survey is challenging. 

Various analyses have concluded that Industry 4.0 would be having a substantial influence on numerous 

aspects of modern life, particularly in the areas of labour and jobs. In this regard, the capacity to adapt in a 

developing industry towards the digital world is posing issues for not merely women but many individuals; 

they must be thoroughly knowledgeable and as a necessity, they must adjust to this rapidly changing world. 

Furthermore, women's awareness is a significant source of information in orienting their own behaviour 

properly, and it is also an indicator of their readiness to change to evolve in the technological world as a 

consequence of the qualitative and quantitative data collected previously, this article discusses the features 

of young people's consciousness, based on surveys. As a result, their aptitude for subconscious concerning 

hazards or career options is investigated. In the perspective of Industry 4.0, there are several possibilities. 
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